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Fountain of Excellence
Dave Neibauer, Quadna, Inc.

The city of Denver restores a historical park fountain with
pump upgrades and improved maintenance features.

A

s the age of industrialization churned to life, so did
Denver’s first glorious park fountain. However, as
time passed, the pumps and components driving
the electric fountain’s youth grew old and antiquated. This

spring, the City Park Fountain makes a rejuvenated debut as
one of the most magnificent public fountains in the nation—
anticipated to be completed in time for the Democratic
National Convention in Denver.

Because the pump house is a historical building, the upgrades were closely observed to ensure damage did not occur to the window
or building.
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In 2006, the City of Denver approved a project to upgrade
the pumps in the electric fountain that graces Denver’s park and
to make other modifications in preparation for the unveiling.
Because the fountain is a historic landmark, the Colorado
Historical Society mandated that the fountain be upgraded
in original detail—including the placement of some 2,000
nozzles that draw its spray power and
provide special effects. GPS was used to
locate the nozzles, which had not been
upgraded or serviced in more than a
decade.
The fountain’s pumps—replaced
once in 2000—were shut down for
several years. The system was recently
upgraded and retrofitted so the fountain
would be ready for operation.

pump was conducted to evaluate and confirm its performance
before beginning work on the second pump upgrade.
Everyone was pleased to see the fountain shooting water
more than 90-ft into the air with only one pump online.
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NO CLOG - NO LOSS

Putting History Back In
Service

H SERIES

The renovation effort began with work
on two 6-ft by 8-ft vertically-mounted
pumps that were powered by old 125-hp
motors.
The pumps are surrounded by
packing material that keeps water being
pumped from spraying into the atmosphere. However, the same packing was
causing water to leak onto the pump
house floor, creating the potential for
mold growth.
The renovation team’s initial job was
to install mechanical seals in the existing
pumps. After providing crucial parts for
the conversion, field service technicians
removed the pumps and installed the
new systems.
We had to access the pumps
through the pump house window.
Because the pump house is a historical building, we were observed closely
to ensure damage did not occur to the
window or building.
After the pump seal upgrade was
completed, the pump assembly was transported to another location for installation and pressure testing. No leaks were
found. A test run of the first upgraded
Dave Neibauer is a mechanical
consultant for Quadna, Inc.,
14452 West 44th Avenue, Golden,
CO 80403, 800-462-7867,
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Hydromatic’s H SERIES pumps
deliver the results you need:
non-clog characteristics with
maximum efficiency.

WASTEWATER
ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

■

Passes 3 inch
non-deformable solids

■

Complies with
10 state standard

■

Better hydraulic
performance

■

Oil filled motor efficiently
dissipates heat, lubricates
bearings, and locks out
damaging moisture

United States: 419-289-3042
Canada: 519-896-2163

For more information contact your local
authorized Hydromatic distributor or go to www.hydromatic.com/ad20
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